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I have a good time every day. Because my teacher is very kind to anyone. And she
gives a clear lesson to us. It is difficult for me to speak only English. But to speak
English is a very nice training. I have many good friends. They help me when I can't
understand. I will do my best to speak English.
Seiji ARIKAWA
New Zealand lesson is different from Japanese lesson. New Zealand lesson is 90
minutes. Japanese lesson is 50 minutes. So I feel it very long. But all in English. It
is more fun than Japanese lesson. And the first climbing was very tired. Because
we are short of exercises here. And it was very high and scared. Anyway, I am
working hard and enjoying it.
Yuya KUBO

Konko 2

Two weeks have passed since the first class. The class in New Zealand is very fun.
Through the class, we practice English conversation and play English games. It is
fun to talk with friends in English. I want to talk a lot to make progress in English!
Yusaku TATSUMI

When I came here, I thought I could listen to English and understand it but that
speaking was hard for me. So at first, I said only words. But I have taken English
classes for two weeks, and I came to speak English better. Now I am trying to speak
English as much as possible not to waste the rest of study abroad.
Masayuki TANAKA

I am taking classes from a teacher named Robin. Robin is a very cheerful person.
That is why I am having a lot of fun every day. But I want to reduce my Japanese
in conversation. Sometimes I do not understand the lesson. My classmates help
me, but I want to ask questions more aggressively.
Haru ITO
I had an anxiety. I thought that the English class would be very difficult. When I
took the first English class, I had a lot of fun. The English class is more fun than
the classes in Japan. I am enjoying more than before now. The teacher is kind
enough for us to speak English. I will enjoy the next two weeks.
Yuma KAKUHASHI
I’m studying English every day in New Zealand. The lesson is all English. It is
very difficult for me. So I could understand only a little. But I am getting used to it
now. So I came to talk to my teacher in English better. The lesson contents
change every day. Usually I have a lot of fun because we have some activities in
class.
Naoto KATSUMATA
Hello! Classes in New Zealand are fun. But I'm really tired. Because I often move
my body and I can only use English. But I feel I learned to speak English little by
little. And I think the reason why teachers are smiling is also fun!
Makana KUSAO
Hello, my name is Yuya. I’ll write about my class. My class friends are very
interesting people. Some people make their own lunch. Last time, there were
people who made coffee in miso soup. I do various things in class. I went to the
museum and did bouldering. And NZ classes are very interesting. Also, it's been 2
weeks, but I want to make it 2 more weeks more enjoyable than now.
Yuya KUBOTA
My class is so fun but I am sometimes sleepy. But I am not bored. My classmates
are so funny and my teacher is so funny too. I came to Kaplan, and I'm having so
fun and happy. I want to learn English and I want to stay more in NZ. In lunch time
I can see my friend's lunch. I think they have so great lunch!
Hayate KURAHASHI
I am in Konko 2 class. My teacher is Robin. Ms. Robin is very interesting and
speaks kindly. So I like my teacher. If we don't understand, it is good to rephrase
it. The class is very fun because it has a lot of things. I would like to listen to and
speak English more for two more weeks. And enjoy classes more!
Ayumi UDO

Hello. I introduce my class. My class has 13
students and two teachers. One teacher is Robin.
She always teaches us. She is always kind. The
other teacher's name is Rema. We are always
doing exercise in her class. It was very fun. We
are always playing games. It was very interesting
and we can learn English more and more. Our
class is very happy and funny. See you next report.
Rina NAKAJIMA

Hello! I am very enjoying my classes. My morning
class teacher is Robin. She is very exciting. So I
am always happy!! I am taught much English by
Robin. I often learn English through games. I like
that game.
It is very funny.
I often speak
Japanese. It is bad. So I want not to speak
Japanese!
Nene MAEDA

